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Abstract 
There has been a myth that the extended family is the most popular type of family in the pre-modern 
society. But it is not much supported by the historical data in European countries.  
This paper also tries to challenge the myth about the Korean family using Daegu Family Registry, 
which was recently digitalized. The data shows the family structure of Daegu DongSang-Myeon, 
DongJung-Myeon, DongHa-Myeon, and SeoSang-Myeon in Daegu-Bu from 1681~1876. The 
findings are 1) nuclear family was the most prevalent type among the variety of family structure, 2) 
the popularity of nuclear family was different by status- nuclear family is more popular at lower status, 
3) the ratio of nuclear family was changing over times and its ratio increased sharply from the mid-
19th century except the ruling class, Yangban. 
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1. Introduction 
 
There is a belief that one of the processes of modernization is the change from the extended family 
to the nuclear family. But it has been challenged by scholars who studied empirical data in European 
countries (Laslett 1969; Murdock 1968; Saito 1996). They showed that nuclear family is more popular 
type of the family structure than extended family even in pre-modern European countries. 
Can we apply this finding to other countries? Recently released new micro-level historical data 
sources enables us to test it in East Asian countries (Hao Dong et al. 2015). In China, two 
multigenerational panel dataset - Liaoning 1749-1909 and Shuangcheng 1866-1913 - are available. In 
Japan, Ninbetsu-Aratame-Cho Population Register Database, 1716-1870 is available. South Korea 
also published historical family registry dataset. Daedong Institute for Korean Studies digitalized 
Dansung-Hyun family registry in Kyungsang-province and Daegu-Bu family registry. Dansung-Hyun 
family registry has been well known as the first digitalized family registry data in South Korea(Son 
2007). Daegu-Bu family registry is on the way of digitalizing by Daedong Institute. The Daegu-Bu 
family registry includes urban and rural area and its data size is 6 times bigger than that of Dansung-
Hyun. 
This paper will test the hypothesis of pre-modern nuclear family theory in the pre-modern Korea 
using Daegu-Bu family registry. Daegu-Bu family registry is the largest historical dataset in South 
Korea as of 2016. Daegu-Bu family registry began from 1681 and ended in 1876. 
It will further explore two related questions. The second question is whether the pre-modern 
nuclear family theory is applicable to each caste. Pre-modern society has a strong caste system and the 
family structure may vary by the location within the caste. It may be a myth that pre-modern society is 
homogenous. It will test if the family structure of pre-modern society would be different by caste. The 
last question is whether there was any change by years. It may be a myth if the family structure of pre-
modern society in Korea was stable and monotonous. There is a possibility that pre-modern society 
have experienced changes in family structure too. I expect Daegu-Bu family registry would show 
some changes in family structure from the late 17 century to the late 19th century 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
Nimkoff and Middleton (1960) argue that the traditional agricultural society is associated with the 
extended family. They think that bigger family size is more competitive in agricultural society unlike 
in hunting-gathering society. Burgess (1973) maintains that traditional family is extended patriarchal 
family and nuclear family is introduced during the modernization process. He even uses the ratio of 
nuclear family in the family structure as the proxy of modernization. 
   But there is another theory that nuclear family is popular in pre-modern society. Considering the 
high mortality and the short life expectancy, three-generation family can last for a limited time. The 
extended family needs bigger economic resources of the family. If the family has not enough land to 
cultivate together, it would be a rational choice to live separately (Hsu, 1958). The pre-modern society 
in Korea is an agricultural society. At that time, the life expectancy for men was only 23 years in 18th 
century (Cha 2009). Even considering the high infant mortality rate, there would have challenges to 
live with three generation all together.  
   The extended family in Korea had several characteristics which were observed in 20th century 
(Lee 1990; Cho 1993). At first, it was an immediate extended family. The extended family was mainly 
built in immediate line instead of the collateral line. Secondly, the paternal line was more important 
than maternal line. Lastly, eldest son has a primary role for living with his parents.  
We observed that the extended family was popular in the 20th century. But there is a possibility 
that it was a special phenomena right before or at the beginning of the modernization era. The real 
phenomena during the pre-modern society should be examined from the empirical data. 
 
3. Data and Methodology 
 
   Family registry is an official document which proves individual status by the government. It is 
similar to census. It is survey by the local government triennially. The survey unit is a household but it 
counts all the people individually. It includes each persons’ name, age, relationship with household 
head, family clan, status, name and status of 4 ancestors (father/grandfather/great-grandfather/ 
maternal grandfather). The main survey purpose is taxation. The family registry is stored at three 
places – the town where the survey was made, the province and the capital.  
 
 
Table 1. Number of Families in Daegu-Bu Family Registry by Years and Region(Myeon) 
 
 Total  DongSang-
Myeon  
DongJoong-
Myeon  
DongHa-
Myeon  
SeoSang-
Myeon  
1681        807            -            -            -        807  
1684       1,887        500          298         280        809  
1690       1,361        741          314         306           -  
1696       1,297        726          305         266           -  
1705       1,436        852          310         274           -  
1708        875            -            -            -        875  
1714        932            -            -            -        932  
1717        965            -            -            -        965  
1720       1,547        900          338         309           -  
1723       1,010            -            -            -        1,010  
1726       1,757       1,100          346         311           -  
1729       1,052            -            -            -        1,052  
1732       2,921       1,179          355         313        1,074  
1735       2,685       1,051          342         290        1,002  
1738       1,103            -            -            -        1,103  
1747       3,247       1,274          359         292        1,322  
1756       1,398            -            -            -        1,398  
1759       1,409            -            -            -        1,409  
1762       3,389       1,285          362         299        1,443  
1765       1,477            -            -            -        1,477  
1768       1,582        921          361         300           -  
1774       1,982       1,320          361         301           -  
1777       1,980       1,317          362         301           -  
1783       1,528            -            -            -        1,528  
1786       2,023       1,345          368         310           -  
1789       3,647       1,356          370         316        1,605  
1795       3,799       1,378          363         400        1,658  
1801       2,070       1,384          363         323           -  
1810       2,122       1,438          362         322           -  
1813       2,095       1,439          363         293           -  
1816       1,618            -            -            -        1,618  
1825       3,749       1,300          352         325        1,772  
1831       3,083       1,303             -            -        1,780  
1834       1,787            -            -            -        1,787  
1837       2,416            -         309         320        1,787  
1840       1,610            -            -            -        1,610  
1843       1,204       1,204             -            -           -  
1846       1,904       1,244          324         336           -  
1852       1,261       1,261             -            -           -  
1855       1,271       1,271             -            -           -  
1858       3,621       1,274          319         335        1,693  
1861       1,908       1,273          302         333           -  
1867       1,937       1,302          301         334           -  
1870       2,353            -         301         321        1,731  
1876       1,771            -            -            -        1,771  
Total     86,876     32,938        8,810        8,110       37,018  
Source: Daegu-bu Family Registry, Daedong Institute for Korean Studies  
 
 
Table 1 shows the number of families in Daegu-Bu Family Registry from 1681-1876. The total 
number of family is 86,876. It consists of 4 Myeons - DongSang-Myeon, DongJoong-Myeon, 
DongHa-Myeon, and SeoSang-Myeon.  
 
   To identify the nuclear family, it is needed to count the number of married couples within the 
family. If there is only one married couple or less, it will be regarded as a nuclear family. If there is 
more than two married couple it will be regarded as an extended family. 
   There are six issues when I count the number of married couple and identify their status within the 
caste system. The first issue is inconsistency. The same relationship with the household head is 
recorded differently with a variety of terminology(Cha 2009; Kim 2001; Son 2001). There was a rule 
to record the relationship but it has been changing and there were a lot of exceptions. The second 
issue is the risk of incorrectness. To evade the taxation, it is known that there was a tendency to under-
report or over-report one’s age (Kim 2015). The third issue is the possibility of incompleteness. 
Because of the high infant mortality, there was a tendency not to record the infants. To handle the first 
issue, every terminology on relationship and status was manually verified and coded with the distinct 
numbers. The second issue is not critical. Because the purpose of the analysis is to count the number 
of marital couple, age-misreporting is not a crucial issue. There is an inconsistent status by times even 
from the same person (Kwon 2012). But it is reasonable to classify it was one’s actual status because 
it was recorded not by self-reported survey but by the official of the local government. Considering 
the rule of “de facto”, even the inconsistency may reflect the real changes of its status. The third issue 
is not critical too. If we can assume that the missing happens mainly among infants or young kids, it 
may affect the number of household but it will not threaten to estimate the number of married couples. 
The fourth issue comes from concubinage. The Chosun Dynasty allows only monogamy. A man can 
maintain the several marital relationships at the same time but only one woman can obtain legal wife 
status and all others should become concubines. The status of child was different based on its mothers’ 
status. I do not count the concubine as another number of marital relationships. Even though there is a 
concubine, if there is no further marital relationship from other man within a family, it is regarded as a 
nuclear family.  
There was a four different caste – Yangban, Joongin, Yangin, and Nobi – in Chosun Dynasty. 
Yangban is a ruling class. Joongin is at the middle class. Yangin is mainly a free peasant. Nobi is a 
slave. The fact that Nobi has a limited human right generates the sixth issue. There were two kinds of 
Nobi – Solgeo Nobi who lived with its owner at the same house and Oegeo Nobi who lived apart from 
its owner. The family relationship from the household was recorded based on the relationship with the 
household head. It is hard to identify the family relationship of Solgeo Nobi because they are not 
related with family ties in a relation with household head. If there were several Solgeo Nobi, it is 
more difficult to identify the Nobi’s family structure. Fortunately, Oegeo Nobi is recorded in a 
separate family household. So the analysis of the family structure of Nobi is restricted to Oegeo Nobi.  
The last issue is also related with caste. Interclass marriage is possible. For example a Yangin can 
marry a Nobi and vice versa. Even though there were different castes within a family, the family 
head’s caste become the caste of the family in this analysis. 
  
4. Results 
 
Figure1. Percentage of Nuclear Family and Extended Family, 1681~1876  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 shows the percentage of nuclear family in the family structure. Even though there is a 
fluctuation, it is clearly above 50% except in 1708. The popular family structure is nuclear family. The 
percentage of nuclear family starts to increase from the early 19th century and it becomes very popular 
at the late 19th century.  
Figure 2 shows the percentage of nuclear family among Yangban. The extended family is more 
popular than the nuclear family. The share of nuclear family is 40~50% of family structure. Except the 
last year, it is not clear that nuclear family becomes more popular than in the past. It is quite different 
trend from other castes’ distribution. 
Figure 3 shows the story of Joongin. The nuclear family is more popular than other castes. In the 
early 18th century, the share of nuclear family is above 50% and it becomes bigger and bigger later. 
Especially in the late 19th century, it increases sharply and reaches around 90%. When its 
incompleteness, incorrectness and inconsistency of Daegu-bu family registry data are considered, it is 
clear that nuclear family type becomes majority for Joongin in the late 19th century.  
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Figure 2. Percentage of Nuclear Family and Extended Family of Yangban, 1681~1876  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Percentage of Nuclear Family and Extended Family of Joongin, 1681~1876 
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   Figure 4 shows the percentage of nuclear family for Yangin. The share of nuclear family is bigger 
than that of extended family. From 19th century, the nuclear family becomes more popular. Comparing 
to Joongin, Yangin shows bigger share of nuclear family in the late 17th century but it becomes similar 
in the late 18th century. In 19th century the share of nuclear family increases slowly relative to the case 
of Joongin. 
   Figure 5 shows the percentage of nuclear family for Oegeo Nobi. The share of nuclear family is 
the highest among the castes. It is natural considering the socio-economic status of Oegeo Nobi. From 
19th century, it shows the increasing trend. 
 
  
Figure 4. Percentage of Nuclear Family and Extended Family of YangIn, 1681~1876 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Percentage of Nuclear Family and Extended Family of Oegeo-Nobi, 1681~1876 
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5. Discussion 
 
   The results show that nuclear family is the majority of family structure of Chosun Dynasty from 
the late 17th to the late 19th century but the gaps between nuclear family and extended family are not 
much. It tells that in pre-modern Korean society, nuclear family is general similarly to the experiences 
in the pre-modern European countries. It is also found that nuclear family becomes more popular in 
the later years. Especially during the 19th century, the share of nuclear family is increasing more 
rapidly except in Yangban. The pattern and the trend are similar among Joongin, Yangin and Oegeo 
Nobi. The difference is shown in the ruling class, Yangban. Unlike other castes, Yangban prefer the 
extended family. The change of the share of extended family is not clear for Yangban. 
   It may be inappropriate to argue that the nuclear family is the social norm or social value in the 
pre-modern Korea. Even though the popular mode is nuclear family, the extended family may be an 
ideal family type. For Yangban, the ruling class, extended family is more prevalent than the other 
classes, and it may be a signal that extended family is an ideal type of family in the pre-modern Korea. 
  It should be noteworthy that the time span of Daegu-bu family registry is from 1681-1876. There is 
a possibility that before the late 17th century, the family structure was different. Even though the same 
patriarchal society, the specific form can be different. It is known that there was a tradition of 
matrilocality before 17th century in pre-modern Korea (Moon 2004; Kwon 2012). Married couples 
lived not at husband’s hometown but at wife’s hometown. This tradition was changed during 17th 
century and at the late 17th century patrilocality became the basic rule. It suggests two possibilities. 
The first is that there may be a discontinuity in family type around 17th century. So we should be 
careful to maintain that the findings at here are applied to all pre-modern Korean society. The second 
is that even though the form of family structure looks similar, the detailed meanings can be different. 
In other words, the pre-modern nuclear family may seem to show similar form to that of the 
contemporary society but may have different principles and relationships within the family. It is also 
needed to be aware of the changes of caste system. The number of Yangban increased and became 
even the majority in 19th century (Yoon 2006). It means that many people from lower castes moves to 
higher castes.   
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Working
Paper 04-18
Taejong Kim
Yoichi Okita
Is There a Premium for Elite College Education:
Evidence from a Natural Experiment in Japan
Working
Paper 04-19
Leonard K. Cheng
Jae Nahm Product Boundary, Vertical Competition, and the Double Mark-up Problem
Working
Paper 04-20
Woochan Kim
Young-Jae Lim
Taeyoon Sung
What Determines the Ownership Structure of Business Conglomerates?:
On the Cash Flow Rights of Korea’s Chaebol
Working
Paper 04-21 Taejong Kim Shadow Education: School Quality and Demand for Private Tutoring in Korea
Working
Paper 04-22
Ki-Eun Rhee
Raphael Thomadsen Costly Collusion in Differentiated Industries
Working
Paper 04-23
Jaeun Shin
Sangho Moon HMO plans, Self-selection, and Utilization of Health Care Services
Working
Paper 04-24 Yoon-Ha Yoo Risk Aversion and Incentive to Abide By Legal Rules
Working
Paper 04-25 Ji Hong Kim Speculative Attack and Korean Exchange Rate Regime
Working
Paper 05-01
Woochan Kim
Taeyoon Sung What Makes Firms Manage FX Risk? : Evidence from an Emerging Market
Working
Paper 05-02
Janghyuk Lee
Laoucine Kerbache Internet Media Planning: An Optimization Model
Working
Paper 05-03 Kun-Ho Lee Risk in the Credit Card Industry When Consumer Types are Not Observable
Working
Paper 05-04 Kyong-Dong KIM Why Korea Is So Prone To Conflict: An Alternative Sociological Analysis
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
You may get additional copy of the documents by downloading it using the Acrobat Reader.
Working Paper Series
Category Serial # Author Title
Working
Paper 05-05 Dukgeun AHN Why Should Non-actionable Subsidy Be Non-actionable?
Working
Paper 05-06 Seung-Joo LEE Case Study of L’Oréal: Innovation and Growth Strategy
Working
Paper 05-07 Seung-Joo LEE Case Study of BMW: The Ultimate Driving Machine
Working
Paper 05-08 Taejong KIM Do School Ties Matter? Evidence from the Promotion of Public Prosecutors in Korea
Working
Paper 05-09 Hun Joo PARK
Paradigms and Fallacies:
Rethinking Northeast Asian Security
Working
Paper 05-10
WOOCHAN KIM
TAEYOON SUNG What Makes Group-Affiliated Firms Go Public?
Working
Paper 05-11
BERNARD S. BLACK
WOOCHAN KIM
HASUNG JANG
KYUNG-SUH PARK
Does Corporate Governance Predict Firms' Market Values?
Time Series Evidence from Korea
Working
Paper 05-12 Kun-Ho Lee
Estimating Probability of Default For the Foundation IRB Approach In Countries That
Had Experienced Extreme Credit Crises
Working
Paper 05-13 Ji-Hong KIM Optimal Policy Response To Speculative Attack
Working
Paper 05-14
Kwon Jung
Boon Young Lee
Coupon Redemption Behaviors among Korean Consumers: Effects of Distribution
Method, Face Value, and Benefits on Coupon Redemption Rates in Service Sector
Working
Paper 06-01
Kee-Hong Bae
Seung-Bo Kim
Woochan Kim
Family Control and Expropriation of Not-for-Profit Organizations:
Evidence from Korean Private Universities
Working
Paper 06-02 Jaeun Shin
How Good is Korean Health Care?
An International Comparison of Health Care Systems
Working
Paper 06-03 Tae Hee Choi Timeliness of Asset Write-offs
Working
Paper 06-04 Jin PARK
Conflict Resolution Case Study:
The National Education Information System (NEIS)
Working
Paper 06-05 YuSang CHANG
DYNAMIC COMPETITIVE PARADIGM OF MANAGING MOVING TARGETS;
IMPLICATIONS FOR KOREAN INDUSTY
Working
Paper 06-06 Jin PARK A Tale of Two Government Reforms in Korea
Working
Paper 06-07 Ilho YOO Fiscal Balance Forecast of Cambodia 2007-2011
Working
Paper 06-08 Ilho YOO PAYG pension in a small open economy
Working
Paper 06-09
Kwon JUNG
Clement LIM IMPULSE BUYING BEHAVIORS ON THE INTERNET
Working
Paper 06-10 Joong H. HAN Liquidation Value and Debt Availability: An Empirical Investigation
Working
Paper 06-11
Brandon Julio, Woojin Kim
Michael S. Weisbach
Uses of Funds and the Sources of Financing:
Corporate Investment and Debt Contract Design
Working
Paper 06-12 Hun Joo Park
Toward People-centered Development:
A Reflection on the Korean Experience
Working
Paper 06-13 Hun Joo Park The Perspective of Small Business in South Korea
Working
Paper 06-14 Younguck KANG Collective Experience and Civil Society in Governance
Working
Paper 06-15 Dong-Young KIM
The Roles of Government Officials as Policy Entrepreneurs
in Consensus Building Process
Working
Paper 06-16 Ji Hong KIM Military Service : draft or recruit
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working
Paper 06-17 Ji Hong KIM Korea-US FTA
Working
Paper 06-18 Ki-Eun RHEE Reevaluating Merger Guidelines for the New Economy
Working
Paper 06-19
Taejong KIM
Ji-Hong KIM
Insook LEE
Economic Assimilation of North Korean Refugees in South Korea: Survey Evidence
Working
Paper 06-20 Seong Ho CHO
ON THE STOCK RETURN METHOD TO DETERMINING INDUSTRY
SUBSTRUCTURE: AIRLINE, BANKING, AND OIL INDUSTRIES
Working
Paper 06-21 Seong Ho CHO
DETECTING INDUSTRY SUBSTRUCTURE:
- Case of Banking, Steel and Pharmaceutical Industries-
Working
Paper 06-22 Tae Hee Choi
Ethical Commitment, Corporate Financial Factors: A Survey Study of Korean
Companies
Working
Paper 06-23 Tae Hee Choi Aggregation, Uncertainty, and Discriminant Analysis
Working
Paper 07-01
Jin PARK
Seung-Ho JUNG
Ten Years of Economic Knowledge Cooperation
with North Korea: Trends and Strategies
Working
Paper 07-02
BERNARD S. BLACK
WOOCHAN KIM
The Effect of Board Structure on Firm Value in an Emerging Market:
IV, DiD, and Time Series Evidence from Korea
Working
Paper 07-03 Jong Bum KIM
FTA Trade in Goods Agreements:
‘Entrenching’ the benefits of reciprocal tariff concessions
Working
Paper 07-04 Ki-Eun Rhee Price Effects of Entries
Working
Paper 07-05 Tae H. Choi Economic Crises and the Evolution of Business Ethics in Japan and Korea
Working
Paper 07-06
Kwon JUNG
Leslie TEY
Extending the Fit Hypothesis in Brand Extensions:
Effects of Situational Involvement, Consumer Innovativeness and Extension
Incongruity on Evaluation of Brand Extensions
Working
Paper 07-07 Younguck KANG
Identifying the Potential Influences on Income Inequality Changes in Korea – Income
Factor Source Analysis
Working
Paper 07-08
WOOCHAN KIM
TAEYOON SUNG
SHANG-JIN WEI
Home-country Ownership Structure of Foreign Institutional Investors and Control-
Ownership Disparity in Emerging Markets
Working
Paper 07-09 Ilho YOO The Marginal Effective Tax Rates in Korea for 45 Years : 1960-2004
Working
Paper 07-10 Jin PARK Crisis Management for Emergency in North Korea
Working
Paper 07-11 Ji Hong KIM Three Cases of Foreign Investment in Korean Banks
Working
Paper 07-12 Jong Bum Kim Territoriality Principle under Preferential Rules of Origin
Working
Paper 07-13 Seong Ho CHO
THE EFFECT OF TARGET OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE ON THE TAKEOVER
PREMIUM IN OWNER-MANAGER DOMINANT ACQUISITIONS: EVIDENCE
FROM KOREAN CASES
Working
Paper 07-14
Seong Ho CHO
Bill McKelvey Determining Industry Substructure: A Stock Return Approach
Working
Paper 07-15 Dong-Young KIM Enhancing BATNA Analysis in Korean Public Disputes
Working
Paper 07-16 Dong-Young KIM
The Use of Integrated Assessment to Support Multi-Stakeholder negotiations for
Complex Environmental Decision-Making
Working
Paper 07-17 Yuri Mansury
Measuring the Impact of a Catastrophic Event: Integrating Geographic Information
System with Social Accounting Matrix
Working
Paper 07-18 Yuri Mansury
Promoting Inter-Regional Cooperation between Israel and Palestine:
A Structural Path Analysis Approach
Working
Paper 07-19 Ilho YOO Public Finance in Korea since Economic Crisis
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working Paper Series
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Working
Paper 07-20
Li GAN
Jaeun SHIN
Qi LI
Initial Wage, Human Capital and Post Wage Differentials
Working
Paper 07-21 Jin PARK
Public Entity Reform during the Roh Administration:
Analysis through Best Practices
Working
Paper 07-22 Tae Hee Choi The Equity Premium Puzzle: An Empirical Investigation of Korean Stock Market
Working
Paper 07-23 Joong H. HAN The Dynamic Structure of CEO Compensation: An Empirical Study
Working
Paper 07-24 Ki-Eun RHEE Endogenous Switching Costs in the Face of Poaching
Working
Paper 08-01
Sun LEE
Kwon JUNG Effects of Price Comparison Site on Price and Value Perceptions in Online Purchase
Working
Paper 08-02 Ilho YOO Is Korea Moving Toward the Welfare State?: An IECI Approach
Working
Paper 08-03
Ilho YOO
Inhyouk KOO
DO CHILDREN SUPPORT THEIR PARENTS' APPLICATION FOR THE REVERSE
MORTGAGE?: A KOREAN CASE
Working
Paper 08-04 Seong-Ho CHO Raising Seoul’s Global Competitiveness: Developing Key Performance Indicators
Working
Paper 08-05 Jin PARK A Critical Review for Best Practices of Public Entities in Korea
Working
Paper 08-06 Seong-Ho CHO How to Value a Private Company? -Case of Miele Korea-
Working
Paper 08-07 Yoon Ha Yoo The East Asian Miracle: Export-led or Investment-led?
Working
Paper 08-08 Man Cho Subprime Mortgage Market: Rise, Fall, and Lessons for Korea
Working
Paper 08-09
Woochan KIM
Woojin KIM
Kap-sok KWON
Value of shareholder activism: evidence from the switchers
Working
Paper 08-10 Kun-Ho Lee Risk Management in Korean Financial Institutions: Ten Years after the Financial Crisis
Working
Paper 08-11 Jong Bum KIM
Korea’s Institutional Framework for FTA Negotiations and Administration: Tariffs and
Rules of Origin
Working
Paper 08-12 Yu Sang CHANG
Strategy, Structure, and Channel of Industrial Service Leaders:
A Flow Chart Analysis of the Expanded Value Chain
Working
Paper 08-13 Younguck KANG Sensitivity Analysis of Equivalency Scale in Income Inequality Studies
Working
Paper 08-14 Younguck KANG Case Study: Adaptive Implementation of the Five-Year Economic Development Plans
Working
Paper 08-15 Joong H. HAN
Is Lending by Banks and Non-banks Different? Evidence from Small Business
Financing
Working
Paper 08-16 Joong H. HAN Checking Accounts and Bank Lending
Working
Paper 08-17 Seongwuk MOON
How Does the Management of Research Impact the Disclosure of Knowledge?
Evidence from Scientific Publications and Patenting Behavior
Working
Paper 08-18 Jungho YOO
How Korea’s Rapid Export Expansion Began in the 1960s:
The Role of Foreign Exchange Rate
Working
Paper 08-19
BERNARD S. BLACK
WOOCHAN KIM
HASUNG JANG
KYUNG SUH PARK
How Corporate Governance Affects Firm Value: Evidence on Channels from Korea
Working
Paper 08-20 Tae Hee CHOI
Meeting or Beating Analysts' Forecasts: Empirical Evidence of Firms' Characteristics,
Persistence Patterns and Post-scandal Changes
Working
Paper 08-21 Jaeun SHIN
Understanding the Role of Private Health Insurance in the Universal Coverage System:
Macro and Micro Evidence
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working Paper Series
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Working
Paper 08-22 Jin PARK Indonesian Bureaucracy Reform: Lessons from Korea
Working
Paper 08-23 Joon-Kyung KIM Recent Changes in Korean Households' Indebtedness and Debt Service Capacity
Working
Paper 08-24 Yuri Mansury
What Do We Know about the Geographic Pattern of Growth across Cities and Regions
in South Korea?
Working
Paper 08-25
Yuri Mansury &
Jae Kyun Shin
Why Do Megacities Coexist with Small Towns? Historical Dependence in the
Evolution of Urban Systems
Working
Paper 08-26 Jinsoo LEE When Business Groups Employ Analysts: Are They Biased?
Working
Paper 08-27
Cheol S. EUN
Jinsoo LEE Mean-Variance Convergence Around the World
Working
Paper 08-28 Seongwuk MOON
How Does Job Design Affect Productivity and Earnings?
Implications of the Organization of Production
Working
Paper 08-29 Jaeun SHIN Smoking, Time Preference and Educational Outcomes
Working
Paper 08-30 Dong Young KIM
Reap the Benefits of the Latecomer:
From the story of a political, cultural, and social movement of ADR in US
Working
Paper 08-31 Ji Hong KIM Economic Crisis Management in Korea: 1998 & 2008
Working
Paper 08-32 Dong-Young KIM
Civility or Creativity?: Application of Dispute Systems Design (DSD) to Korean Public
Controversies on Waste Incinerators
Working
Paper 08-33 Ki-Eun RHEE Welfare Effects of Behavior-Based Price Discrimination
Working
Paper 08-34 Ji Hong KIM State Owned Enterprise Reform
Working
Paper 09-01 Yu Sang CHANG Making Strategic Short-term Cost Estimation by Annualized Experience Curve
Working
Paper 09-02 Dong Young KIM
When Conflict Management is Institutionalized:
A Review of the Executive Order 19886 and government practice
Working
Paper 09-03 Man Cho
Managing Mortgage Credit Risk:
What went wrong with the subprime and Alt-A markets?
Working
Paper 09-04 Tae H. Choi Business Ethics, Cost of Capital, and Valuation
Working
Paper 09-05
Woochan KIM
Woojin KIM
Hyung-Seok KIM
What makes firms issue death spirals? A control enhancing story
Working
Paper 09-06
Yu Sang CHANG
Seung Jin BAEK
Limit to Improvement: Myth or Reality? Empirical Analysis of Historical Improvement
on Three Technologies Influential in the Evolution of Civilization
Working
Paper 09-07 Ji Hong KIM G20: Global Imbalance and Financial Crisis
Working
Paper 09-08 Ji Hong KIM National Competitiveness in the Globalized Era
Working
Paper 09-09
Hao Jiang
Woochan Kim
Ramesh K. S. Rao
Contract Heterogeneity, Operating Shortfalls, and Corporate Cash Holdings
Working
Paper 09-10 Man CHO Home Price Cycles: A Tale of Two Countries
Working
Paper 09-11 Dongcul CHO The Republic of Korea’s Economy in the Swirl of Global Crisis
Working
Paper 09-12 Dongcul CHO House Prices in ASEAN+3: Recent Trends and Inter-Dependence
Working
Paper 09-13
Seung-Joo LEE
Eun-Hyung LEE
Case Study of POSCO -
Analysis of its Growth Strategy and Key Success Factors
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working
Paper 09-14
Woochan KIM
Taeyoon SUNG
Shang-Jin WEI
The Value of Foreign Blockholder Activism:
Which Home Country Governance Characteristics Matter?
Working
Paper 09-15 Joon-Kyung KIM Post-Crisis Corporate Reform and Internal Capital Markets in Chaebols
Working
Paper 09-16 Jin PARK Lessons from SOE Management and Privatization in Korea
Working
Paper 09-17 Tae Hee CHOI Implied Cost of Equity Capital, Firm Valuation, and Firm Characteristics
Working
Paper 09-18 Kwon JUNG
Are Entrepreneurs and Managers Different?
Values and Ethical Perceptions of Entrepreneurs and Managers
Working
Paper 09-19 Seongwuk MOON When Does a Firm Seek External Knowledge? Limitations of External Knowledge
Working
Paper 09-20 Seongwuk MOON Earnings Inequality within a Firm: Evidence from a Korean Insurance Company
Working
Paper 09-21 Jaeun SHIN Health Care Reforms in South Korea: What Consequences in Financing?
Working
Paper 09-22 Younguck KANG
Demand Analysis of Public Education: A Quest for New Public Education System for
Next Generation
Working
Paper 09-23
Seong-Ho CHO
Jinsoo LEE Valuation and Underpricing of IPOs in Korea
Working
Paper 09-24 Seong-Ho CHO Kumho Asiana’s LBO Takeover on Korea Express
Working
Paper 10-01
Yun-Yeong KIM
Jinsoo LEE Identification of Momentum and Disposition Effects Through Asset Return Volatility
Working
Paper 10-02 Kwon JUNG
Four Faces of Silver Consumers:
A Typology, Their Aspirations, and Life Satisfaction of Older Korean Consumers
Working
Paper 10-03
Jinsoo LEE
Seongwuk MOON
Corporate Governance and
International Portfolio Investment in Equities
Working
Paper 10-04 Jinsoo LEE Global Convergence in Tobin’s Q Ratios
Working
Paper 10-05 Seongwuk MOON
Competition, Capability Buildup and Innovation: The Role of Exogenous Intra-firm
Revenue Sharing
Working
Paper 10-06 Kwon JUNG Credit Card Usage Behaviors among Elderly Korean Consumers
Working
Paper 10-07
Yu-Sang CHANG
Jinsoo LEE Forecasting Road Fatalities by the Use of Kinked Experience Curve
Working
Paper 10-08 Man CHO Securitization and Asset Price Cycle: Causality and Post-Crisis Policy Reform
Working
Paper 10-09
Man CHO
Insik MIN Asset Market Correlation and Stress Testing: Cases for Housing and Stock Markets
Working
Paper 10-10
Yu-Sang CHANG
Jinsoo LEE
Is Forecasting Future Suicide Rates Possible?
- Application of the Experience Curve -
Working
Paper 10-11 Seongwuk MOON
What Determines the Openness of Korean Manufacturing Firms to External
Knowledge?
Working
Paper 10-12
Joong Ho HAN
Kwangwoo PARK
George PENNACCHI
Corporate Taxes and Securitization
Working
Paper 10-13 Younguck KANG Housing Policy of Korea: Old Paradigm, New Approach
Working
Paper 10-14 Il Chong NAM A Proposal to Reform the Korean CBP Market
Working
Paper 10-15 Younguck KANG
Balanced Regional Growth Strategy based on the Economies of Agglomeration:
the Other Side of Story
Working
Paper 10-16 Joong Ho HAN CEO Equity versus Inside Debt Holdings and Private Debt Contracting
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working
Paper 11-01
Yeon-Koo CHE
Rajiv SETHI
Economic Consequences of Speculative Side Bets:
The Case of Naked Credit Default Swaps
Working
Paper 11-02
Tae Hee CHOI
Martina SIPKOVA Business Ethics in the Czech Republic
Working
Paper 11-03
Sunwoo HWANG
Woochan KIM
Anti-Takeover Charter Amendments and Managerial Entrenchment: Evidence from
Korea
Working
Paper 11-04
Yu Sang CHANG
Jinsoo LEE
Yun Seok JUNG
The Speed and Impact of a New Technology Diffusion in Organ Transplantation:
A Case Study Approach
Working
Paper 11-05
Jin PARK
Jiwon LEE
The Direction of Inter-Korean Cooperation Fund
Based on ODA Standard
Working
Paper 11-06 Woochan KIM Korea Investment Corporation: Its Origin and Evolution
Working
Paper 11-07 Seung-Joo LEE
Dynamic Capabilities at Samsung Electronics:
Analysis of its Growth Strategy in Semiconductors
Working
Paper 11-08 Joong Ho HAN Deposit Insurance and Industrial Volatility
Working
Paper 11-09 Dong-Young KIM
Transformation from Conflict to Collaboration through Multistakeholder Process:
Shihwa Sustainable Development Committee in Korea
Working
Paper 11-10 Seongwuk MOON
How will Openness to External Knowledge Impact Service Innovation? Evidence from
Korean Service Sector
Working
Paper 11-11 Jin PARK
Korea’s Technical Assistance for Better Governance:
A Case Study in Indonesia
Working
Paper 12-01 Seongwuk MOON
How Did Korea Catch Up with Developed Countries in DRAM Industry? The Role of
Public Sector in Demand Creation: PART 1
Working
Paper 12-02
Yong S. Lee
Young U. Kang
Hun J Park
The Workplace Ethics of Public Servants in Developing Countries
Working
Paper 12-03 Ji-Hong KIM Deposit Insurance System in Korea and Reform
Working
Paper 12-04
Yu Sang Chang
Jinsoo Lee
Yun Seok Jung
Technology Improvement Rates of Knowledge Industries following Moore’s Law?
-An Empirical Study of Microprocessor, Mobile Cellular, and Genome Sequencing
Technologies-
Working
Paper 12-05 Man Cho Contagious Real Estate Cycles: Causes, Consequences, and Policy Implications
Working
Paper 12-06
Younguck KANG
Dhani Setvawan
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER AND THE FLYPAPER EFFECT
– Evidence from Municipalities/Regencies in Indonesia –
Working
Paper 12-07 Younguck KANG
Civil Petitions and Appeals in Korea
: Investigating Rhetoric and Institutional settings
Working
Paper 12-08
Yu Sang Chang
Jinsoo Lee
Alternative Projection of the World Energy Consumption
-in Comparison with the 2010 International Energy Outlook
Working
Paper 12-09 Hyeok Jeong The Price of Experience
Working
Paper 12-10 Hyeok Jeong Complementarity and Transition to Modern Economic Growth
Working
Paper 13-01
Yu Sang CHANG
Jinsoo LEE
Hyuk Ju KWON
When Will the Millennium Development Goal on Infant Mortality Rate Be Realized?
- Projections for 21 OECD Countries through 2050-
Working
Paper 13-02 Yoon-Ha Yoo
Stronger Property Rights Enforcement Does Not Hurt Social Welfare
-A Comment on Gonzalez’ “Effective Property Rights, Conflict and Growth (JET,
2007)”-
Working
Paper 13-03
Yu Sang CHANG
Changyong CHOI
Will the Stop TB Partnership Targets on TB Control be Realized on Schedule?
- Projection of Future Incidence, Prevalence and Death Rates -
Working
Paper 13-04
Yu Sang CHANG
Changyong CHOI
Can We Predict Long-Term Future Crime Rates?
– Projection of Crime Rates through 2030 for Individual States in the U.S. –
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working
Paper 13-05 Chrysostomos Tabakis Free-Trade Areas and Special Protection
Working
Paper 13-06 Hyeok Jeong Dynamics of Firms and Trade in General Equilibrium
Working
Paper 13-07 Hyeok Jeong Testing Solow's Implications on the Effective Development Policy
Working
Paper 13-08 Jaeun SHIN Long-Term Care Insurance and Health Care Financing in South Korea
Working
Paper 13-09 Ilchong Nam
Investment Incentives for Nuclear Generators and Competition in the Electricity Market
of Korea
Working
Paper 13-10 Ilchong Nam Market Structure of the Nuclear Power Industry in Korea and Incentives of Major Firms
Working
Paper 13-11 Ji Hong KIM Global Imbalances
Working
Paper 14-01 Woochan KIM When Heirs Become Major Shareholders
Working
Paper 14-02 Chrysostomos Tabakis Antidumping Echoing
Working
Paper 14-03 Ju Ho Lee
Is Korea Number One in Human Capital Accumulation?:
Education Bubble Formation and its Labor Market Evidence
Working
Paper 14-04 Chrysostomos Tabakis Regionalism and Con ict: Peace Creation and Peace Diversion
Working
Paper 14-05 Ju Ho Lee
Making Education Reform Happen:
Removal of Education Bubble through Education Diversification
Working
Paper 14-06 Sung Joon Paik
Pre-employment VET Investment Strategy in Developing Countries
- Based on the Experiences of Korea -
Working
Paper 14-07
Ju Ho Lee
Josh Sung-Chang Ryoo
Sam-Ho Lee
From Multiple Choices to Performance Assessment:
Theory, Practice, and Strategy
Working
Paper 14-08 Sung Joon Paik
Changes in the effect of education on the earnings differentials between men and
women in Korea (1990-2010)
Working
Paper 14-09 Shun Wang
Social Capital and Rotating Labor Associations:
Evidence from China
Working
Paper 14-10 Hun Joo Park
Recasting the North Korean Problem:
Towards Critically Rethinking about the Perennial Crisis of the Amoral Family State
and How to Resolve It
Working
Paper 14-11 Yooncheong Cho  Justice, Dissatisfaction, and Public Confidence in the E-Governance)
Working
Paper 14-12 Shun Wang The Long-Term Consequences of Family Class Origins in Urban China
Working
Paper 14-13 Jisun Baek Effect of High-speed Train Introduction on Consumer Welfare
Working
Paper 14-14 Jisun Baek Effect of High Speed Trains on Passenger Travel: Evidence from Korea
Working
Paper 15-01 Tae-Hee Choi Governance and Business Ethics - An International Analysis
Working
Paper 15-02 Jisun Baek
The Impact of Improved Passenger Transport System on Manufacturing Plant
Productivity
Working
Paper 15-03 Shun Wang
The Unintended Long-term Consequences of Mao’s Mass Send-Down Movement:
Marriage, Social Network, and Happiness
Working
Paper 15-04 Changyong Choi
Information and Communication Technology and the Authoritarian Regime:
A Case Study of North Korea
Working
Paper 15-05
Wonhyuk Lim
William P. Mako
AIIB Business Strategy Decisions:
 What Can It Do Differently to Make a Difference?
* The above papers are available at KDI School Website  <http://www.kdischool.ac.kr/new/eng/faculty/working.jsp>.
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Working
Paper 15-06
Ju-Ho Lee
Kiwan Kim
Song-Chang Hong
JeeHee Yoon
Can Bureaucrats Stimulate High-Risk High-Payoff Research?
Working
Paper 15-07 Seulki Choi Geographical Proximity with Elderly Parents of Korean Married Women in 30-40s
Working
Paper 15-08 Taejun Lee
An Analysis of Retirement Financial Service Providers' Approach to Using Websites to
Augment Consumer Financial Acumen
Working
Paper 15-09 Sung Joon Paik Education and Inclusive Growth – Korean Experience
Working
Paper 15-10 Sung Joon Paik Policies to Attract High Quality Foreign Students into Korea
Working
Paper 15-11
Changyong Choi
June Mi Kang 한·중 ODA 전략 비교 분석: 지식공유사업(KSP) 사례연구
Working
Paper 15-12
WooRam Park
Jisun Baek Firm’s Employment Adjustment in Response to Labor Regulation
Working
Paper 15-13
Jisun Baek
WooRam Park Higher Education, Productivity Revelation and Performance Pay Jobs
Working
Paper 15-14 Sung Joon Paik 고급 두뇌인력 네트워크 구축ㆍ활용 정책 - 국제 사례 분석
Working
Paper 15-15
Sunme Lee
Yooncheong Cho
Exploring Utility, Attitude, Intention to Use, Satisfaction, and Loyalty in B2C/P2P Car-
Sharing Economy
Working
Paper 15-16 Chrysostomos Tabakis Endogenous Sequencing of Tariff Decisions
Working
Paper 15-17 Tae Hee Choi Business Ethics - Evidence from Korea
Working
Paper 16-01
Hyeok Jeong
Ju-Ho Lee Korea’s Age-Skill Profile from PIAAC: Features and Puzzles
Working
Paper 16-02
M. Jae Moon
Ju-Ho Lee
Jin Park
Jieun Chung
Jung Hee Choi
Skills and Wages of Public Employees
Investigating Korean Bureaucracy through PIAAC
Working
Paper 16-03 Taejun Lee
The Role of Psychological Processing and Government-Public Relationship in
Managing the Public’s Communicative Actions of Problem-Solving
Working
Paper 16-04
Shun Wang
Wenia Zhou Do Siblings Make Us Happy?
Working
Paper 16-05
Junghee Choi
Booyuel Kim
Ju-Ho Lee
Yoonsoo Park
The Impact of Project-Based Learning on Teacher Self-efficacy
Working
Paper 16-06
Hun Joo Park
In Wan Cho
Glocalization, Brain Circulation, and Networks: Towards A Fresh Conceptual
Framework for Open Human Resource Development System in South Korea
Working
Paper 16-07
Changyong Choi
Balazs Szalontai
Economic Reform and Export-Oriented Industrialization: An Applicable Model for
LDCs?
Working
Paper 16-08
Jaehyun Jung
Booyuel Kim
Hyuncheol Bryant Kim
Cristian Pop-Eleches
Long-term Effects of Male Circumcision on Risky Sexual Behaviors and STD
Infections: vidence from Malawian Schools
Working
Paper 16-09 Ilchong Nam
Collusion in a telecom market in which the entrant raises the price in return for a
discount in interconnection charges by the incumbent
Working
Paper 16-10 Ji Hong Kim New Direction of Industrial Policy in Korea
Working
Paper 16-11
Ju-Ho Lee
Ho-Young Oh
Sang Hoon Jee
An Empirical Analysis on the Geography of Korea’s High-Tech Jobs and Start-Ups
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Working
Paper 16-12 Shun Wang Business Cycles, Political Connectedness, and Firm Performance in China
Working
Paper 16-13 Seulki Choi
A Study on the Korean Family Structure through Daegu Family Registry 1681~1876;
Pre-modern Nuclear Family Theory revisited
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